Overmountain District
Vance Klondike Derby
February 9th, 2019

OVERMOUNTAIN DISTRICT VANCE KLONDIKE DERBY
Fellow scouters:
Here is your complete information packet for our Fiftieth annual Klondike derby
The derby will be on February 9th, 2019 so start getting your patrols prepared to participate in one of our most
challenging and enjoyable events.
Now is the time to check out those sledges for repairs, or you may want to build new ones. Also, your patrols can
start accumulating gear that must be carried on the sledges and which will be needed for their trip through the
Klondike country.
Problems that the patrols will face at the various towns will come from the boy scout handbook and other scouting
sources so as to make the derby a real test of their preparedness and scouting skills.
In 1970, the mayors of Bristol VA and Bristol TN. Officially proclaimed the Saturday that falls in boy scout week as
Klondike derby day in Bristol and urged all citizens to lend whatever assistance they could to the derby. Although
every event has been a success and is considered the premier scouting derby in our council, we’ll again need your
help to make it a successful derby this year.
As usual, the press and television will cover this event so let’s have every troop represented by as many scouts in
uniform as possible. Let’s give Bristol another good look at “scouting-in-action.” Headquarters will again be located
on the HomeTrust Bank parking lot across from the train station. There should be plenty of parking available so
come on down, invite everyone interested in scouting to spend part or all day at the Klondike derby.
All scouts and scouters should be reminded that the rules must be followed. Patrol sledges must yield to
pedestrians, and must obey traffic rules. Above all, the scouts should follow the scout oath and law. People will be
watching us, and will judge scouting by what they see us do. Also remember, no running. Scouters, help us here.
We do not want anyone hurt. You have the authority to stop any patrol violating derby rules, and to report it to
headquarters.
Leaders should not accompany the patrols, or attempt to coach them in any way during the derby. For patrols of
“new” scouts, leaders might trail them, but should not attempt to lead or coach.
We again plan to award trophies to the top three patrols. There will be a special judging for the best sledges and
patrol flags. Please read the patrol flag and sledge contest guidelines. This will assist your patrols in preparing to
win the best sledge and best patrol, flag awards.
Let’s get busy and make this Klondike derby the best yet! It will be, with your help! Klondike derby committee
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Klondike derby general information
Registration:
A registration fee of $4.00 is to be paid by all scouts and scouters to cover the cost of the Klondike derby patch,
ribbons, insurance, etc. Patrols should start checking in at 8:30 a.m. and the first patrol will get their instructions
and head out at 9:00 a.m.
Leaders: each troop should be accompanied to the derby headquarters by at least one adult. However, in most
cases adults should not accompany the patrols to their stations around town. Let your patrol leaders do their job
while you enjoy fellowship with your fellow scouters.

Check-in-bonus:
To earn the maximum bonus nuggets at check-in, the following requirements must be met:

1. The sledge must pass inspection and contain all required equipment
2. At least half of the patrols must be wearing a scout shirt at the minimum. Full uniforms
3.
4.

are encouraged but not required. the patrol must pass the in-town safety quiz.
The troop must have participated in the continuous campfire, including the lighting
ceremony.
The patrol must show patrol spirit by displaying a patrol flag.

Suggestions to scoutmasters
A. Plan to attend, and then sell your scouts on the idea of being prepared enough to bring home a trophy or a
ribbon. Also, emphasize the “fun aspect” of the Klondike derby.
B. Be sure your scouts understand that this is a very important time for them to live the scout oath and scout
law. They will be observed by many people in the community. Impressions made on these people can help
scouting tremendously – or hurt it!
C. Tell the patrols they must obey all traffic and pedestrian laws. If they jaywalk, walk in traffic, or run on the
sidewalks, they can hurt themselves or worse, someone else. Scouts are pedestrians... Have them cross
at cross walks and watch the traffic lights (we almost had a patrol hit one year when they crossed on a
green light without looking).
D. The derby is not a timed race. Tell them to slow down. Klondike cops can deduct hard earned nuggets if a
patrol is seen sledging recklessly or violating traffic and pedestrian laws.
E. Each patrol must follow its map and station sequence. When they follow the station sequence, it will
avoid stack-ups and delays at the stations. The mayors are instructed not to test them if they have skipped
a station.
F. Have your scouts dress in layers. They will be outdoors all day. It may be cold in the morning but they
could work up a sweat pulling their sledge. By noon it could be tee shirt weather.
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G. Have your patrol quartermaster check to see that each patrol has the listed gear. Nuggets are deducted if
they have to borrow gear at the stations.
H. Contact your troop committee and have them help transport the scouts to and from the derby. Ask them
and parents to stay and see the action.
I. Additional guidelines:
1. Each patrol should bring their own water
2. Each patrol should bring enough firewood to cook their noon meal. The wood does not have to be
carried on the sledge unless needed to meet the weight requirement. No logs, but use kindling that
will burn cleanly away! You cannot prepare or split kindling inside of the cooking area.
3. Fuel stoves are not allowed in the derby
4. Each patrol should bring its own first aid kit.
5. Each patrol must use their fire to cook or reheat their noon meal. Eating a cold sandwich or something
from a restaurant is not acceptable. Use your fire but remember the time limit is about 1 1⁄4 hours.
Using your fire for your meal is worth 5 nuggets!
6. Fire starting: (do not use chemicals to start the fire)
A. Hot spark
(worth 5 nuggets)
B. Sun or real flint and steel
(worth 10 nuggets)
C. Friction method (manual methods only)
(worth 15 nuggets)
7. The mayor or an assistant must witness both 5 and 6 and mark the patrol score sheets
At stations where patrols are competing, leaders must stay
out of the area and not coach the patrols in any manner!

J. Patches: each scout and scouter registered will receive a patch especially designed for the derby. Past
year’s patches are now collector’s items, if you can find them.
K. Klondike derby awards, ribbons will be awarded as follows:
1. Blue ribbon
150 nuggets
2. Red ribbon
100 to 149 nuggets
3. Yellow ribbon
50 to 99 nuggets
4. Trophies will be awarded to the top three patrols. The top patrol usually scores between 175 and 185
nuggets. Get ready and unseat last year’s champ!
5. Since patrols consisting of scouts first class and under are typically not competitive for the top places,
blue, red, and yellow award ribbons will be presented to the top three patrols in the first class and
under category.
6. Patrols will be awarded gold nuggets or gold nugget notes at each town. Depending on how well they
handle their problem. The mayor or his assistant will be the final judge on skills. The patrol will not
know their problem until they arrive at the town. The towns can have new problems or Content each
year. This increases the challenge for each patrol to be up on their skills.
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Since the derby is a test of scouting skills, Boy Scout Handbooks may not be used, nor any electronic
devices that access data.

L. Problems at each town will be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Fort Selkirk
Fairbanks
ATTU
Shageluk
Yakataga
Bearpaw
Skagway
Kodiak
Reddog
Ulcer Gulch
Bonus Nuggets
Bonus Nuggets
Bonus Nuggets
Bonus Nuggets
Bonus Nuggets

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

5
5
5
5
5
____
Total possible nuggets 225

Compass, Distance & Height
??? Usually a Surprise
Camp Tools & Safety
Map Reading
Knots & Lashings
Nature
Advance First Aid
Citizenship
??? Usually a Surprise
Fire & Cooking
Sledge Passes Inspection
Patrol Flag Displayed
Patrol in Uniform (1/2)
In Town Safety Quiz (Max)
Visit Information Station

M. We will be sending the patrols out at 9:00 a.m. patrols usually finish up between 3:00 p.m. and 3:30 p.m.

all stations will close at 4:00 p.m.
N. Maps of the Klondike towns are not included in this brochure. Maps and patrol orders will be given to the
patrols just before they are sent out. Patrols must follow the orders.
O. If a patrol drops out, let headquarters know so the mayors won’t be waiting for that last non-existent
patrol!
P. Upon finishing, each patrol must turn in their score sheet at derby headquarters for posting of their scores
on the master score board. Patrols may load up and leave. However, most want to stay and see who wins
the trophies. Patrols must park their sledges so they do not interfere with traffic or other patrols checking
in.
Q. Patches, ribbons, and trophies will be given out at the end of the day.
R. Come to roundtable to share your ideas with us as to how we can make next year’s Klondike derby even
better.
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The Sledge
The enclosed sketches will give you a basic idea of how to build your sledge. Do not be
limited by them. However, use your imagination but keep in mind you are in the Klondike
country.
The sledge must have runners, not wheels or rollers and the runners must be made of
wood.
The judges look for originality. If you use the same sledge year after year, you probably will
not be in the running for one of the trophies. Reworking or rebuilding an old sledge to a new
theme or design is ok.
Sledges should be about 6 feet long. They are generally about 18 inches wide. Sledges must
weigh at least 10 pounds per patrol member. Some flexibility might be given to First Class
Unit patrols.
Attach strong ropes to the front. Handles on the rope help as the scouts form the “Dog Team.”
Sledges must be strong enough to stand the wear and tear of pulling around Bristol all day
long loaded with your gear.
Fly your patrol flag from your sledge to identify yourselves. Since you have the best patrol, let
people know who you are!
Every sledge must carry the listed gear. It will be used! If the weather is bad, it is a good idea
to cover the sledge with a tarp or plastic sheet.
Clip board for patrol orders
Bandage material
Splint materials
Two blankets
Pencil & paper
Compass
Bag for nuggets
Four (4) scout staves
An 8’ to 10’ rope (1/4”) for each scout plus 3 extras.
Patrol first aid kit – for emergency or accident.
Patrol flag – trash bag – personal gear – water – scout spirit
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(below items aren’t needed on sledge except for weight)
Materials for fire building- hot spark, flint & steel, or friction, tinder
Kindling and firewood for noon meal.
Food for noon meal.

Note: chemicals may not be used to start your fire! Solar power is ok.
Handbooks are not allowed! Please leave them at home
Your patrol must build its own sledge – so get busy now!
Sledges can be easy to build or hard – but always fun!
Paint ‘em, Decorate ‘em – use your imagination!
Try racing them – But only after the derby!

Patrol flag and sledge contest guidelines
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Patrol flags and sledges must be built by the scouts. Leaders and parents should act
as advisors only. However please follow scouting safety guidelines for the use of
power tools.
Patrol flags and sledges should reflect the patrol name. A race car does not fit the
pioneer patrol.
Sledges should be constructed to serve the purpose of the Klondike derby. Simplicity
may be in order. They must be rugged enough to Survive. Perhaps you will want to
use natural materials. Originality helps.
Patrols flags reflect honor to the name of the patrol, originality and use of natural
materials usually helps create a competitive. Flag. Workmanship and overall
appearance does count.
Previously used sledges and flags can be used if they are put in good repair. However,
it’s nice to retire previous winners.
An impartial panel of judges will determine the winners. The winners will be announced
at the end of the derby.
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Overmountain District - Vance Klondike Derby
Check- in sheet for troop no. ______________________
Patrol:

Patrol:

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

Patrol:

Patrol:

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

6.

6.

7.

7.

8.

8.

Other scouts not listed above __________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Adult Leader______________________________________________
Assistant Scoutmasters and other adults _________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Total number of scouts__________

Total number of leaders ___________

Grand Total ____________
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